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Finding Faith and Hope
Grammy Award–winning gospel singer,
television star, and radio host Erica
Campbell speaks to women of all shapes and
sizes, demonstrating that true beauty is
found not in external appearances, but in
celebrating the person God made you to be. So
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many young women struggle with issues of low
self-esteem, depression, self-degradation,
and other unhealthy habits that manifest on
the outside what’s happening on the inside.
And the rise of social media and the emphasis
on beauty as validation for self-worth have
only added fuel to the fire. But Erica
Campbell—Grammy-winning gospel star, reality
TV star, and nationally-syndicated radio
host—believes that we need to redefine
beauty. We need to start to see ourselves the
way God sees us—beautiful and perfectly made.
True beauty, Erica believes, is about
embracing who God made you to be. In More
Than Pretty, she turns the mirror around,
reflecting God’s Word, His affirmations, and
His design for every woman. This book
explores issues of self-esteem, identity, and
God’s design for love and intimacy. She is
candid about her own struggles, sharing
honestly about her battle to feel “good
enough” in an industry that fixates on
outward appearances. Covering topics such as
being honest about who we truly are,
reflecting on what we have internalized about
our appearances, uncovering and exposing the
plan of the Enemy, and accepting God’s will
for your life, Erica offers thoughtful, hardwon wisdom and encouragement to women from
all walks of life, helping build confidence
in and through the power of God.

Room for Doubt
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USA Today Bestselling author Elana Johnson
called Finding Faith, "a heartwarming and
brilliant story about love, loss, and
learning what you really want." ? Like
mother, like daughter? Mary sure hopes not. ?
Two decades ago, Mary's mom walked out. A few
days later, her dad started drinking. He
never stopped. Mary swore off alcohol. She
also decided she'd never have kids, just in
case she took after her parents. A year ago,
Mary's boyfriend dumped her because she
didn't want to have any children. Yesterday,
for the first time in a year, Mary met
someone. Someone hunky. Someone smart.
Someone who made her goofy smile. Someone who
sent a shiver up her spine. Tomorrow she's
going on a first date. She won't find out
he's a widower with two kids for at least two
more days. Can she overcome her fear and find
the faith to trust someone else. . .and
herself? Are you tired of reading the same
old love stories, no heart, no soul? Then the
Finding Home Series is just what you need. It
explores complex characters, interesting and
relevant themes, and dynamic family members
with side plots that add depth and meaning.
If you are looking for billionaire romance,
second chance romance, royalty romance, beach
reads, love after loss, single dad romance,
sibling relationships, forgiveness and
redemption, and all of it clean and wholesome
enough you can share it with your mom, your
grandma, or your daughter, then the Finding
Series is just what you need.
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Finding Faith
Life often looks so very different than we
hoped or expected. Some events may simply
catch us off guard for a moment, but others
shatter us completely. We feel disappointed
and disillusioned, and we quietly start to
wonder about the reality of God's goodness.
Lysa TerKeurst understands this deeply. But
she's also discovered that our
disappointments can be the divine
appointments our souls need to radically
encounter God. Lysa invites us into her own
journey of faith and, with grit,
vulnerability, and honest humor.

Deposit of Faith
In Scoot Over and Make Some Room, Instagram
star and mama to three adopted kids - two
with Down Syndrome - Heather Avis shares
hilarious and heartbreaking stories that will
empower you to make space for the other and
discover the extraordinary, welcoming heart
of God.

The Leap Of Faith
It's Not Supposed to be this Way
1989 -At just 5 months old, and left in a St.
Petersburg Russian orphanage, two baby girls
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were to become best friends. Only later did
they learn they were sisters and indeed
twins. This memoir recounts their earliest
days, joyous adoption by a Californian
couple, their journey to a new land and early
childhood. Vera and Nadya soon blossomed into
rambunctious American girls with a natural
talent for soccer. Though fraternal twins,
they were inseparable and became rising
soccer stars with innate genetic choreography
on and off the field. Emerging into adulthood
came the stunning news that Vera was
diagnosed with stage IV colon cancer. The
power of their friendship, unending energy,
mutual compassion and selfless dedication has
turned Vera's passing into Nadya's passion.
In this memoir Nadya Carlson-Bowen shares
their story and her challenge to go forward
into a future 'missing half of me' as she
brings Cancer awareness to whomever she can
reach.

Finding Faith
Being new is never easy-especially when it
comes to finding your faith. But you don't
need a big neon sign to point the way to God.
Instead, you need a friend to tell it to you
straight, equip you with information, and
provide some much-needed encouragement along
the way. Indeed, you need guidance from a
woman who has already walked a mile in your
shoes. Jenny Lee Sulpizio invites you to
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silence those doubts, experience God's grace,
and breathe in the unconditional love you
were always meant to know. It's a guide for
women unsure of their Creator, in search of
answers, and interested in pursuing a genuine
relationship with the Lord. Because this walk
with God-this journey with Jesus? It's about
to change everything. Book jacket.

Burning Temple
"Join former NBC newsman and Meet the Press
moderator David Gregory as he probes various
religious traditions to better understand his
own faith and answer life's most important
questions: who do we want to be and what do
we believe? While David was covering the
White House, he had the unusual experience of
being asked by President George W. Bush
"How's your faith?" David's answer was just
emerging. Raised by a Catholic mother and a
Jewish dad, he had a strong sense of Jewish
cultural and ethnic identity, but no real
belief--until his marriage to a Protestant
woman of strong faith inspired him to explore
his spirituality for himself and his growing
family. David's journey has taken him inside
Christian mega-churches and into the heart of
Orthodox Judaism. He's gone deep into Bible
study and asked tough questions of America's
most thoughtful religious leaders, including
evangelical preacher Joel Osteen and Cardinal
Timothy Dolan, the Catholic Archbishop of New
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York. It has brought him back to his
childhood, where belief in God might have
helped him through his mother's struggle with
alcoholism, and through a difficult period of
public scrutiny and his departure from NBC
News, which saw his faith tested like never
before. David approaches his faith with the
curiosity and dedication you would expect
from a journalist accustomed to holding
politicians and Presidents accountable. But
he also comes as a seeker, one just
discovering why spiritual journeys are always
worthwhile"--

You Don't Have to Be Wrong for Me to Be
Right
For most of church history, hospitality was
central to Christian identity. Yet our
generation knows little about this rich, lifegiving practice.

A Room for the Dead
Like mother like daughter? Mary sure hopes
not. Two decades ago, Mary's mom walked out.
A few days later, her dad started drinking.
He never stopped. Mary won't touch alcohol,
just in case she turns out to be like him.
She won't risk having kids either, because
taking after her mom would be worse. A year
ago, Mary's boyfriend dumped her because she
didn't want kids. That one really stung.
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Yesterday, for the first time in a year, Mary
met someone. Someone hunky. Someone smart.
Someone who made her goofy smile. Someone who
sent a shiver up her spine. And tomorrow
she's going on a first date. She won't find
out he's a widower with two kids for at least
two more days. Then what?

You Asked God for What?!
The life force, also known as “spirit,” is
the essence of being and the conscious and
most important form of energy. Living energy
is personal and within our conscious control,
and by learning about it, we can use it to
transform our life into vibrant and
meaningful expressions of who we really are.
Consciousness is purely energetic and
therefore difficult to quantify in
mechanistic terms. It is the characteristic
of living energy and is the foundation of
awareness. Consciousness is the thread
running through all life. Living Energy is an
introduction to the process of mystic
spirituality. The reader is encouraged to
attain a deep and meaningful connection to
the divine with expanded awareness. The
principles given in this book are equally
relevant to the novice and the advanced
practitioner. Robert explains how we may
reveal our hidden potential by shifting our
perception away from what is customary and
comfortable to open the doors to greater
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spiritual awareness.

Where's Stephanie?
Saved or searching, we all need to be
reminded of God's interest in us individually
and His love for us personally. That's where
your story comes in Stories of how God
reaches into our lives today with love,
grace, strength, healing, and hope remind us
that He is alive and powerful-and that He
still wants all people to know Him. But maybe
you've been a Christian since childhood and
you think your faith story isn't all that
exciting. Or maybe you feel like your story
is too personal to share. Or perhaps you just
don't know exactly what to say or where to
begin. That's where "GET PERSONAL: The
Importance of Sharing Your Faith Story" comes
in. This little book offers guidance on how
to put what matters most into words that
encourage others and glorify God. You have a
story to share that could help someone better
understand who Jesus is and how knowing Him
makes a difference. Are you willing to share
it? In GET PERSONAL, you'll learn: - Why we
must share our faith stories. - What your
personal faith stories are. - How to share
your stories more effectively and without
sounding preachy, religious or just plain
weird. - That you can be respectful of
someone else's worldview without wavering on
your own.
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The Bad Room
It's been six months since the wreck, since
he was taken from her. Six months of healing
and physical therapy. Six months of bills and
despondency. Six months of doubting her own
sanity. Her doctor encourages her to buy a
new house and make a fresh start. The realtor
knows the perfect place. Unfortunately, he
makes a few slight omissions upon sale. The
home is a money pit, the doors won't stay
closed, the neighbors aren't talking, a
strange little girl plays in the yard, and
whatever lives in the house just might kill
her. She has survived six months of grief,
but she may not survive six days here.

Faith for Exiles
The Waiting Room is an adult-YA crossover
about a woman coming of age in high school,
college, and young adulthood, then coming of
age again at thirty, when hitting rock bottom
prompts her to revisit the choices that
shaped her life.Taylor Collier has never
faced her past-the distant past or the recent
past. As a result, she's spiraled into a life
fueled by alcohol and drugs. After her
worried mother and best friend confront her,
Taylor is given a choice-rehab or therapy.
And so, intent on only a single session with
Dr. Modos Marks, she enters his waiting room,
planning to get in and get out. After all,
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she has successfully kept her most terrifying
secret for fifteen years, so getting through
one session with a shrink should be a piece
of cake. But she's not prepared for what the
doctor has in store for her. Session after
session, he peels away the layers of her
life, revealing that all is not as it seemsand unraveling a series of surprises that
will leave both Taylor and the reader
breathless.

Literary World; Choice Readings from
the Best New Books, with Critical
Reviews
True crime stories provide the foundation of
this prison memoir. Bill Dyer was robbed and
shot at an ATM. In Doing Time with God, you
go into prison with him and other victims of
violence to meet with convicted felons who
will be facing their worst and greatest
realizations, before they are released.
Nothing is predictable when victims and
offenders come together and share their
stories of the true crimes that have
devastated their livesand reshaped them.
Victim-survivors remember their losses and
feel their pain; Offenders come face-to-face
with the hurt they have caused, and open
wounds from their own past. Walls of
defensiveness and fear are knocked down by
empathy and compassion, vulnerability and
tears. Raw emotions flow. The way to peace is
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often intense, turbulent, and heartbreaking.
Even when it's not pretty, the journey is
beautiful in its honesty miraculous in the
way it unfoldsdivine in how it transforms
lives. This Amazing Process Opens the Heart,
Touches the Soul, and Renews the Mind

Finding Faith, Losing Faith
Being angry at God is full of pain,
confusion, and loneliness. Where does a
believer in Jesus Christ turn when they find
themselves angry and suspicious of God? Where
did the anger come from? When will the pain
end? Can God be trusted? These are the
questions those angry at God ask. Where can
hope be found when a believer feels let down
by God? There is path away from being angry
at God that takes us from rage to peace and
trust. It is a long journey that is both
familiar and unknown.

How's Your Faith?
Where's Stephanie? is about a grandmother's
hope to be reunited with her granddaughter,
who was given up for adoption. When her
granddaughter Stephanie was born, Anna Weber
got to hold her before saying goodbye.
Longing to see her granddaughter again, she
placed clues in unlikely places, including a
letter in Stephanie's Social Services file,
hoping that one day, by some miracle,
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Stephanie would follow the clues and find
her. Based on actual events, this
inspirational novel follows Anna on a long
journey about loss, separation, and the power
of redemption. Realizing others are facing
similar situations, Livingston provides
readers with a list of adoption groups that
can help in search for surrendered family
members.

Where There's Faith
The book explores the origins of religious
beliefs, and some of the questions of ethics
and morals that religion does not answer. It
is not necessary to believe in a Creator in
order to derive meaning out of life. Good and
bad events will happen whether or not we
believe in a God, and the fight against evil
can be won without religion. Mankind's
religious beliefs have become entirely
inappropriate, and humans have outgrown their
need for the supernatural. The survival of
the human species depends upon mankind's own
inner strengths and resources, and not upon
any gods or spirits.

Finding Faith
Miracles happen today. Do you want to
increase your faith? Read about miracles.
True stories of God's faithfulness, love, and
power are woven together with art, poetry and
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scripture into a tapestry made of the colors
of the rainbow that demonstrate the many
aspects of faith. A woman finds herself in a
car accident on a lonely Nevada highway
gazing at her two daughters sprawled on the
road. She screams in terror for help. Someone
places a white gold cross in the palm of her
hand. This changes everything. "A White Gold
Cross," one of the true stories found in
"Faith Colors, Encounters with God in Living
Faith," explores the power of faith in God to
transform the outcome of a terrible crisis.
This story is found in the section called
White Faith, the kind of faith that
strengthens the inner heart to persevere. A
son prays in earnest while the emergency team
from the fire station try to revive his
father. After the paramedics give up and
permission is granted to stop CPR, the father
miraculously begins to breathe on his own.
But will he survive long enough to take care
of his unfinished business? This story is
found under Blue Faith, the kind of faith
that looks up from a dark pit to find hope.
These testimonies and others, including some
of the author's own experiences, are grouped
into the colors of the rainbow to highlight
important aspects of faith. Poems and
prophetic art, intensifying the impact of the
messages, are found throughout the book. Each
color section concludes with a prayer to draw
the reader's heart closer to God. Scriptures
and colorful prophetic pictures featured in
this book highlight significant attributes of
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faith that are bound to spark hope in God and
His promises found in the Bible.

A Matter of Faith
Finding Faith aims to help spiritual seekers
progress through their spiritual search by
confronting questions -- in non-Christian
language -- about God, the nature of faith,
truth, and religious life.

Get Personal
This non-fiction book tells how God Has
answered many of my prayers. It was written
to encourage all who read it to be able to
believe God for anything. My dad said, "Oh my
God Help me!" I knew there was a serious
problem. I wasn't truly sure of what was
happening until daddy said "we have to get
off these tracks the train is coming!"He took
my wrist and lowered me down over the side of
that bridge to the cement abutment. There was
no railing around it. It was just hovering
over the river! He then handed down Ronnie
and Neil I placed them between me and the
pole. I wrapped my arms around them and the
pole and kept looking up like he told me to
do. Daddy kept saying whatever you do don't
look down I'll be right over here as he
dissappeared out of sight; heading to the
other side of the tracks for more room with
Joann!
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For the Love of God
Grown men don't wear nappies and babies don't
drive cars. In life it is important that we
act our age. Spiritually, it works the same
way. If we don't grow continually as a
Christian, we build expectations based on
other people's experiences instead of our own
current position. Are you struggling to
connect with God, or are you frustrated that
your prayers are not being answered? The
question is, how mature are you, spiritually
speaking? Truth is, a parent relates
differently to a baby than to a teenager. So
too your Heavenly Father relates differently
to you as a little child, a young man or as a
father in the faith as highlighted in 1 John
2. Each growth phase poses a different degree
of intimacy as well as a different level of
responsibility in God's Kingdom. In this book
you will learn how to relate to God as:* A
little child receive revelation of God as a
Father and understand adoption into His
family.* A young man learn how to build
strength and overcome the three enemies of
your soul.* A father in the faith live in
deep intimacy with the Father while raising
sons of the next generations.It's time we
grow up into full spiritual maturity.
Creation depends on it!

Holding Onto the Good
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W.C. Fields reportedly quipped as he flipped
through a Bible on his deathbed: "I'm looking
for loopholes." Is a last minute conversion
really a loophole? Is it fair to the faithful
who have "toed the line" their whole lives?
Far from being the easy way out, a deathbed
conversion is almost always the culmination
of years spent resisting God's patient,
persistent call. Each of these journeys to
redemption will deepen your faith and
encourage you to help others find their way
to him. In this book you'll read the
compelling stories of thirteen people who
finally found peace with the Lord in the last
months, weeks, or even hours of their lives,
including: Poet/playwright Oscar Wilde Nobel
laureate Alexis Carrel Actors John Wayne,
Patricia Neal, and Gary Cooper Gangster Dutch
Shultz Entertainer Buffalo Bill And more

Hope Returns
This story follows the personal struggle of
Mia Hazlett and her two daughters as they
embark on the unknown journey of faith and
hope. The most endearing part of this entire
story is that it has no end. It's written
from the perspective of someone in the midst
of life's most pressing circumstances:
homelessness, marital separation,
unemployment, and absolutely defines faith
and hope. There are many reflective books of
trials, which utterly chronicle a
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biographer's victorious testimonial, but not
Going Through It. Instead this book takes you
through the struggle and leaves you hoping,
praying, and cheering for this family. It is
a must read. "If you have ever been
unemployed or gone through a divorce or lost
your home or all of the above you will relate
to this. This is the most honest account of
what it feels like to go through tough times
I have ever read. If you happen to be going
through it right now it will give you hope to
keep pushing forward. It's a quick read that
will do your heart good." - Jennifer Texada

More Than Pretty
Holding Onto the Good is the true story of
one woman finding faith again after losing
all hope when her beloved son was killed.
This event catapults her back in time to the
loss of her older sister and teaches her to
cope with further losses as they come. In the
midst of all this pain, she fights her own
battle with breast cancer while taking care
of her dying mother. Completely raw and heart
wrenching, the story take the reader on a
journey from darkness and despair to finding
the light in Jesus and an elevated spiritual
awareness.

The Waiting Room
Are you finding it difficult to understand
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the things God has allowed to transpire in
your life? Do you find yourself asking why me
or God, where are you? Do you have a hard
time imagining the good that will come from
the rape, molestation, domestic violence,
poverty, bad relationships, death of loved
ones, abandonment and/or rejection? You know
that all you need is faith the size of a
mustard seed but still find it hard to Faith
It through! Finding Faith was written for
you! In this walk down memory lane, Indiana
reveals the lessons she uncovered through the
many storms that seemed to plague her life
but now provide a source of strength and
foundation for her relationship with God. In
this inspirational and motivational exchange
learn how she learned to ask why not me
instead of why me and how the pain turned
into purpose. Most importantly discover how
faith is not about perfectly weathering the
storm but about standing on the perfect word
of God despite the storm. “For in due season
you shall reap if you faint not” – Galatians
6:9

Going Through It
Make Room: Finding Where Faith Fits by
Jonathan McReynolds. Make Room is an honest,
practical approach to creating space for God
in every aspect of our lives in order to
experience the fullness that can come only
through an authentic relationship with God.
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Making Room
This book examines conversion stories as told
by people who have actually undergone a
conversion experience, including experiences
of apostasy. The stories reveal that there is
not just one conversion story. Scot McKnight
and Hauna Ondrey show that conversion theory
helps explain why some people walk away from
one religion, often to another, very
different religion. The book confirms the
usefulness--particularly for pastors, rabbis,
and priests, and university and college
teachers--of applying conversion theory to
specific groups. However, the book's
sensitive detailing of the stories themselves
makes conversion more than a theoretical
occurrence; it makes the immediacy, and often
the difficulty, of conversion both real and
moving.

The Audacity of Faith
In its two-thousand-year history, the
Catholic Church remains an unchanging yet
developing entity. Since the church's
infancy, Catholic theologians have referenced
the "deposit of faith," which in early years
referred to the written or orally revealed
doctrines that formed the backbone of church
teaching. Through the centuries, the
definition came to be understood as the word
of God, delivered through Jesus Christ and
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passed on to his apostles. Still, the deposit
included both oral and written traditions and
provided moral direction. The Second Vatican
Council brought about many changes in the
church, and once again, bishops and
theologians addressed the deposit of faith.
This invaluable concept came to be seen, not
as mere dogma, but the expression of faith
embodied in the words and deeds of Christ.
The deposit is relevant to all elements of
Catholic life: prayer, sacraments, and moral
living. While the deposit has always
addressed divine revelation, the post-Vatican
II definition directs the faithful to think
holistically. Hubert M. Sanders Jr.'s Deposit
of Faith is intricate Catholic theology for
the lay reader. It encourages Catholics to
reach beyond dogma and written instructions
to embrace the fullness of the Christian
experience in all aspects of life.

Living Energy
Discover What's Working and Find Hope
Negative perceptions. Church dropouts.
Prodigals and nomads. It's easy to get
discouraged by all that's going wrong when it
comes to Christianity and the emerging
generation. Yet what's going right? In fact,
signs of hope are springing up all around. In
Faith for Exiles, the author of unChristian
and You Lost Me unveils major new Barna
research that uncovers what's working--five
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practices that contribute to resilience.
Enter the world of resilient young adult
Christians and learn how they are sustaining
faith. Finally, you can find hope in all that
God is doing among young disciples today.
Caught Between Cultures In a world where
always-connected smart devices and search
algorithms educate and entertain, digital
Babylon is the new context for discipleship.
Faith for Exiles reveals findings from a
groundbreaking three-year research study of
young Christians whose faith remains
resilient even in exile. Barna president
David Kinnaman teams up with former executive
director of Youth Specialties Mark Matlock to
help you: • Make sense of chaotic cultural
changes and respond with compassion to the
next generation of believers • Recognize the
biblical concept of exile as an essential
framework for following Christ today •
Discover five research-based practices that
cultivate faithfulness in digital Babylon •
Prepare young Christians to be on mission
with Jesus in the world • Empower Jesus
followers of all ages to thrive in our
current exile

Scoot Over and Make Some Room
A past she can't remember. A love he can't
forget. After hitting rock bottom, Robert
Newlin embraced sobriety and tried to live
his life quietly and alone at his family's
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lake cottage. Blaming himself for the
accident that claimed his wife and unborn
baby, he spent most of his time alone and
grieving until Faith moved into the cottage
next door. Faith McMillan had no memory of
her life before that day three years ago. The
physical scars had faded but the emotional
ones were still fresh and raw. Living rentfree seemed like a great way to finish her
second book and would give her the time to
figure out her next move. But then she met
the reclusive guy next door. Robbie and Faith
- can two broken people who vowed to live
their lives alone find happiness together?

Doing Time with God: Stories of Healing
and Hope in Our Prisons
The Audacity of Faith is about the greatest
five-letter word in the English language:
FAITH, and about how critical it is to our
survival, whether or not we are Christians.

Finding Faith
Veteran state police Detective Sergeant Frank
O'Hara pursues a crazed serial killer whose
crimes bear the grisly signature of Gary
Ledbetter, a vicious murderer arrested by
O'Hara and executed years earlier. Reprint.

Faith Colors
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Taylor Connolly was a nice guy. So, when he
came home to find his boyfriend of over two
years in the arms of another man, it was only
natural he had trouble finding room to
forgive and forget – if he was going to be
nice, how could he expect less of the man he
thought to spend his life with? Depressed,
dejected, demoralized, and probably a few
other de-words he couldn’t think of right
away, Taylor decided to move away from the
big city to a small town. He was close enough
to keep his job, but far enough away to try
to forget him. For Taylor, it was time to
start over and forget about relationships for
a while…or so he thought. After all, he
didn’t “look” gay, and small towns didn’t
have gay people in them, right? Avoid
temptation and thou shalt not be tempted…

When Faith Fails
A pioneering Jewish thinker preaches a faith
that is based on biblical and Judaic
scholarship and that emphasizes
inclusiveness, celebrates diversity, and
calls for acceptance, understanding, and hope
to provide an effective path to peace that
brings together the common wisdom of all
religions. Reprint.

Make Room
“A triumph. This novel’s haunting strength
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will hold the reader until the very end and
make Faith and her story impossible to
forget.” —Richmond Times Dispatch
“Extraordinary.” —Orlando Sentinel From the
#1 New York Times bestselling author Jodi
Picoult (Nineteen Minutes, Change of Heart,
Handle with Care) comes Keeping Faith: an
“addictively readable” (Entertainment Weekly)
novel that “makes you wonder about God. And
that is a rare moment, indeed, in modern
fiction” (USA Today).

Deathbed Conversions
Many people have questions about faith. Ben
Young knows what it’s like to feel as if
you’re alone in your doubts. In Room for
Doubt, Ben offers: An honest look at hard
questions about God, the Bible, and faith
Examples of spiritual giants in Scripture and
history who doubted Insight into how to
process uncertainty, suffering, and
disappointment with God Clarity on the
difference between uncertainty and mystery
Encouragement about how doubt and faith go
together Ben invites you to let doubt become
your ally, rather than your enemy. Discover
how your questions can lead to a deeper,
richer faith.

It's Time to Grow Up
Who killed Sandra Brown?Ella Mae Martin
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knows, but will anyone believe her?Ella Mae
Martin got a quick look at the other side
after suffering cardiac failure. But that's
all it was. A glimpse of heaven, where she
comes in contact with an angelic figure, a
little boy, and his dog. The angelic figure
tells her she hasn't completed her mission
and must return to earth. But before she
reenters her body she takes a slight detour,
one just long enough to witness a serial
killer's latest killing. After waking up in
the hospital's morgue, she tracks down her
doctor and explains to him what she saw while
she was out of her body. That's when she
realizes that she's the only one who can
identify the killer.

Finding Faith
"This book is for those of us who have
experienced a gut check, or two, when it
comes to some of the intersections between
our lives and our faith. It’s for those of us
who no longer want to add unnecessary
explanations to our beliefs just because we
can’t fully see what God is doing in our
lives." —Bob Goff, New York Times bestselling
author of Everybody, Always How do you deal
with the hard questions about God, the
church, and the Bible? Where can you find a
safe place to openly and honestly wrestle
with your faith without being criticized or
judged? If you have ever struggled with
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doubt, you are not alone. Writing with humor
and candor out of his own experiences, and
incorporating Scripture, literature, and
accounts of others who have doubted, Dominic
Done argues that not only is questioning
normal, it is often a path toward a rich and
vibrant faith. Whether your struggle is with
tragedy, the difficult parts of the Bible,
the intersection of science and faith, or
even God’s silence, you can move through
doubt into a deeper, fuller faith—a faith
that doesn’t run from questions and the hard
work of honest wrestling but instead embraces
the mysteries of belief. “This book is one of
those books that I will be buying to give to
multiple friends.” —Jefferson Bethke, New
York Times bestselling author of Jesus >
Religion “This book will help you surrender
and trust the areas of your life that are
meant to exude God-designed mystery, while
also holding your hand as you search for
substance and truth.” —Audrey Roloff,
coauthor of A Love Letter Life, founder of
Always More, and cofounder of
Beating50Percent “Doubt is such a pertinent
issue in this cultural moment. Dominic walks
us through the issues of doubt with which we
wrestle but he does so in pastoral
practicality. One feels as though you are
seated in his living room sipping coffee.
Dominic is the type of soul who understands
the questions of the heart. He never shames.
He’s always transparent. He gives substantive
hope.” —Emerson Eggerichs, PhD, New York
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Times bestselling author of Love & Respect

Keeping Faith
On the heels of her mother's death, Hope
Logan reluctantly returned to her
grandparents' home place in search of a
journal that revealed explosive crimes and
atrocities of the past that had haunted her
grandma for nearly sixty-five years.
Bitterness, unforgiveness, and anger consumed
her as she set out to solve the mystery that
surrounded her grandma's life. The dark evil
secret that was contained in the journal only
deepened her resentment of God. Because of
her quest, she came in contact with many
strong believers, especially a handsome young
pastor and three senior citizens. In that
small town in the foothills of the mountains
of North Carolina, Hope's bitterness,
unforgiveness, and anger slowly began to fade
in the light of the strong faith of the young
pastor and three senior citizens. She
discovered the true meaning of faith and hope
in Christ in the midst of adversity. Carolyn
Digh Griffin, a native North Carolinian,
resides in Waxhaw, North Carolina, with her
husband, Hoyle. She is retired from Union
County Public Schools where she was an
Administrative Assistant to the Assistant
Superintendent. She has two daughters and
four grandchildren who also reside in the Old
North State.
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